
Animama Intro Script SBD V01_210316

LENGTH (APPROX) # AUDIO VISUAL SFX NOTES

Fade up from black
8 sec Cut and re-use opening from first Animation 

about Diarrheoa
1 Very wide shot of hilly landscape, blue sky with a 

few clouds. 

A mobile clinic van appears on the crest of the 
hill and disappears. 

Music and sounds of van 
labouring on the hills, the breeze, 
birds. 

2 Closer shot the van comes into sight again, we 
see the driver. It is Dr Animama. She smiles and 
waves to camera. The van disappears. 

Music and sounds continue

3 The mobile clinic van wipes the frame, pulling up 
in a medium shot so we just see the side door. 

Printed big on the door is the Animama Logo.

The door slides open and the real Dr Animama 
climbs out in white doctor’s coat with 
stethoscope around her neck. She smiles at us. 
We can see the interior of the van behind her, it 
is a mobile health clinic.

Music and sound of the van 
pulling up, door opening, breeze, 
birds. 

35 sec 4 Dr Animama to Camera:
Hello, I’m Dr Animama and my mission is to 
help mothers keep their babies and young 
children safe, healthy and well developed. 

Mid shot Dr Animama with Mobile Clinic in 
background talking to camera. (same shot as in 
Diarrheoa animation)

Music throughout

5 This is my mobile health clinic. I drive around 
the developing world visiting mothers in poor 
and remote areas where access to health 
services is difficult and I provide these mothers 
with with health knowledge and guidance. 

Dr Animama gestures to the clinic behind her

6 My meetings with mothers are presented here 
in short, easy to follow animations that show 
how to care for their children.

7 I know these animations will be a big support 
for you when you work with mothers. You can 
watch and download them from my website. 

5 sec 8 See you in the next village! Dr Animama gets into her van and talks to us 
from the open window, she waves. (Dr. 
Animama speaks to camera)

sound of van idling

9 Van drives away (from Diarrhoea Animation)  sound of van driving off

3 sec 10 Proudly Sponsored by the LITAI fund 

4 sec 11 ANIMAMA logo
animama.org 
facebook logo/Animama
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Music fade down
55 sec total. 
35 sec new content. 

 


